ABSTRACT Although the smartwatches have rapid development in recent years, inconvenient interaction mode limits the prevalence of smartwatches, which raises an urgent need for new interaction medium beyond the small built-in screen. For natural interaction with smart devices, full development of terminal sensing, and no dependence on hardware, we purpose to write numbers on the hand back to extend the input interface of the smartwatch. We have to address both the weakness of writing signal on the hand back and adaptability among various people. In this paper, we raise a passive acoustic sensing, where the smartwatches sample the ambient sound during writing. First, we employ the wavelet transformation to drop the interference of surrounding noise and devise the time-frequency features into images for machine learning-enabled processing. Then, we design a hybrid convolutional neural network model for number recognition, where three layers of convolution are followed by three layers of max pool. We choose the three most representative places to set up the experiment, namely, laboratory, dormitory, and canteen. The accuracy of number recognition could be over 95% when we adopt single data and be around 91% when 10 persons are incorporated. On promotion of writing speed under the limited area of hand back, we propose to write 2-3 consecutive numbers, where we could achieve the segmentation accuracy to be above 85%.
I. INTRODUCTION
As an inseparable tool and aid, the smart devices has advanced to provide more conveniences for daily activities. Not merely does small touchscreen bring cumbersome and fallible of the basic interactions, it is inconceivable to perform more complex operations such as inputting a long list of cellphone numbers. Even worse, most of smart wristbands have no touchscreen to support interaction with users. A novel around-device interaction mode is urged by these widely available smart wearable devices.
For this consideration, we raise to change the hand-back region into an extension writing plane for inputting with various wearable devices. Benefiting from skin has been applied for a natural interaction with smart devices [1] - [4] , we could leverage it for number inputs beyond touchscreen. For instance, we could regard our hand-back as a larger input surface to write numbers. Such a system can be viably integrated into the wearable smart devices to support more humanized operations without additional hardwares. Existing works about skin computing and around-device interaction either require customized hardware [1] - [3] , [5] - [8] , or configurate fingers with a series of sensors [9] - [11] , which greatly impact the interaction experience of users. As an innovative technology, it follows that acoustic sensing will greatly extend the application scenarios of smartwatches. Haishi et al. [25] use acoustic sensing for perceiving handwritten content on paper. For acoustic sensing, it shall embrace the following favorable properties:
• High-accuracy:
In spite of any occasion, it can accurately recognize user inputs to ensure user-friendly experience.
• Strong-adaptability: The interactive mode could be applied to various users and different working environments and keep good performance at any time.
• Cost-efficiency: Without additional hardware, it is merely by means of technological innovation we could perceive user inputs.
Unfortunately, two intrinsic challenges have to be seriously addressed before realizing this inspiring vision.
• First, when we write numbers on the hand-back, the acoustic signal occurred by friction between the finger and skin is weak. Compared to the acoustic signal emitted by clicking on the desktop, you could barely hear the sound of the hand-back written, whose amplitude is only 0.0025m according to experiments. Even worse, the background noise is commonly strong in the real environment, which will possibly raise errors in number recognition.
• Second, some acoustic features vary among people, or even diverse for the same person at different time. Therefore, it is arduous to balance the difference and consistence of the feature. In order to overcome the difference across people in writing, a stable and sensitive feature should be encouraged for accurate recognition.
In dealing with these challenges, we use wavelet transformation to make a meticulous analysis of the acoustic signal, and design a wavelet filter with corresponding band range to filter out noise. To this end, we combine sound spectrogram with CNN, which achieves fantastic performance. In summary, there presents three major contributions in our article:
• We scheme out a dual-threshold algorithm in dealing with the strong background noise for segmentation. The threshold values are approximatively defined according to various experiments and show outstanding performance among different scenarios. Besides, we tactfully extract the sound spectrogram of the onedimension acoustic signal and combine it with identification of CNN.
• We conduct comprehensive experiments to demonstrate our design. Evaluations are constructed across various volunteers in different scenarios. Experimentally, it shows effectiveness of wavelet filtering and high recognition accuracy (90%) of the numbers written on the hand-back. Thus it paves the way of alphabet writing or drawing tracking for future designs.
• We propose to write consecutive numbers to improve handwriting efficiency. By algorithmic design, we achieve accurate segmentation of the consecutive writing signals. Beyond current conditions, to some extent, we make the utmost of both extensional interface and writing flexibility of users.
The rest parts of this paper are organized as follows: in Section II, we illustrate the basic design theory and components by working flow presentations. Next, we outline a comprehensive exposition to technical details in system design and implementation in Section III. And then, we present our algorithm performance with experimental results in Section IV and give a brief introduction to the related work in Section V. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW A. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Learnt from the previous works, people always have potential requirements to the input mode, including the following:
High-Accuracy: The conventional input mode is bound to the small screen, which is inappropriate with the smartwatches. What's more, the smartwatches based on delicacy could hardly break the constraint of the screen. Even there has huge desire for a novel and friendly interaction, people still will not abandon the first requirement for high accuracy, which is as possible as close to 100%.
Strong-Adaptability:
Regardless of what kind of scene the user is in, what kind of input habit the user has, they could get the results what they input. While in the face of different personalized users, good performance should be consistent.
Zero-Cost: No matter how small the additional cost is, the experience of the users would greatly decrease. Since it is the reformation of interaction mode, we must strive for users. Without additional equipment and costs, our system could satisfy input requirements of users.
B. DESIGN MERITS
In addition to input method of Pinyin 1 , there are many uneducated users interact with smart devices by handwritten on the screen. Smart devices are facing the dilemma of screen miniaturization and ease of input, so we propose to liberate people from the screen to the hand-back. The reason why we employ acoustic sensing for input recognition is based on the two following merits:
First, except for the screen itself, the hand-back is near and relatively flat enough, which could be a best input extension to the smartwatches. Meanwhile, with advantage in the distance, it is feasible to capture the acoustic signal of writing input, which has less interference of the farther ambient noise.
Second, as the previous work in the article [14] mentioned, the acoustic characteristics induced by the desktop writing could be used for input perception. Similarly, the acoustic signal generated by users writing on the hand-back, although it is weak, it implies sufficient features information for input recognition.
C. WORKING FLOW
As Fig .1 presents, our system implementation is composed of four primary parts, namely sampling, effective signal segmentation, feature extraction and input recognition.
When the user writes numbers on the hand-back with the finger, the acoustic signal generated by the friction between the finger and the skin of hand-back could be captured by the embedded microphone of smartwatches (Section III-A). Differed from the input dependence on desk and pen of the prior work [25] , our issue is more challenging. During the Then we segment the effective writing signal from the collected signals by analyzing the characteristics of acoustic signal disposal, such as short-term energy and zero-crossing rate. In the field of speech processing, these two characteristics are usually used to detect whether a sound is occurring. In order to mitigate the interference of sudden noise, we employ gyro sensor readings to indirectly comfirm whether the user performs writing (section III-B). Afterwards, the effective acoustic fragments are subjected to time-frequency analysis and feature extraction. We convert the features into fixed size gray-scale images for training and classification processing of CNN (section III-C). Finally, the grey-scale images accompanied with labels are fed into CNN for training in advance or recognition directly. In practice, the user directly gets the results of recognition, which is off-line training and on-line identification (section III-D).
In our system evaluation, the recognition accuracy of 0-9 numbers reaches more than 90% in the lab. Even when we write 2-3 consecutive numbers, its segmentation accuracy could be above 85%.
III. IMPLEMENTATION A. SAMPLING PROCESS
In the relatively quiet environment, the acoustic volume is 43dB 2 , and the noise volume of common living environment is 51dB. While the finger writes numbers on the hand-back, the acoustic volume generated by the friction is 45dB. From comparison we find the acoustic signal of writing on handback is weak, it needs advanced hardware to capture the effective signal. We use the embedded microphone of the smartwatch for sampling acoustic signals. For facilitating the subsequent discrimination and segmentation to effective signal, we simultaneously collect the gyro sensor data as well. With the microvibration induced by finger sliding, we confirm whether the user is in the writing state. We implement our algorithm on the Android smartwatch of 2 Decibel is a logarithmic unit of measurement in acoustics and electronics HUAWEI WATCH 1, where we call the AudioTract() API, AudioRecord() API and SensorManager() API to collect the audio, record the audio and collect the gyroscope readings respectively. We use the default sampling rate of the smartwatch, i.e. 44100 Hz, to collect the audio, and then get the amplitude data.
B. EFFECTIVE SIGNAL SEGMENTATION
The basic idea of signal segmentation is that the short-term energy and zero-crossing rate of effective signal is higher than the ambient signal after filtering and denoising, so we can locate the effective acoustic signal by peak detection. Coupled with the peak detection of the gyro data as auxiliary confirmation, we can accurately segment the effective writing signal. This module consists of three steps, which are preprocessing, peak detection and segmentation orderly.
Preprocessing: With the built-in microphone, whose default sampling rate is 44100 Hz, the smartwatch could fully sample the surrounding acoustic signal. Preparing for segmentation and feature extraction, we perform a wavelet time-frequency analysis to the acoustic signal at first. As shown in Fig. 2 , it is obvious that there exists an ambient noise component in the low frequency band (below 5k). In the intermediate frequency band (from 5k to 15k), it mainly FIGURE 2. Wavelet analysis of an example writing signal.
contains the effective signal, whose strength is relatively high (about 25 dB). The intensity is remarkable and there has little interference signal in this domain of entire frequency band. While in the high frequency band (above 15k), there has neither effective writing signal nor background noise. Thus we design a wavelet filter with corresponding pass-band from 5k to 15k as initial signal processing. After the wavelet filtering, we could clearly see the approximate origin position of each number writing signal, as depicted in Fig. 3 . Since the acoustic signal is merely used for coarse-grained locating here, we make a down-sampling (10Hz) before current process. By this way, it could both accurately locate the position of the effective signal writing fragment and reduce the amount of calculations. Peak Detection: The amplitude value of the original signal, which has been down-sampled in advance, is denoted as x. In the 10-30 ms short time, the acoustic signal could be treated as a quasi-steady state, so that we can calculate the short-term energy (Eq.1) and the zero-crossing rate (Eq.2) with an 20ms window size. These two features are commonly used in voice signal detection and segmentation. Based on the experiments and experience, we set the two thresholds of the short-term energy and the zero-crossing rate as 0.2 and 0.3. When the overlap rate of the two segmentation interval respectively generated by two features is greater than 0.5, we label it as an effective signal interval.
The short-term energy E n and zero-crossing rate Z n are based on the following formula:
where N is the size of window, n is the sequence number.
where sgn[.] is a sign function, N is the size of window and n is the sequence number.
FIGURE 4. Segmentation flow by short-time energy and short-term zero cross rate.
As we can see from Fig.4 , We can accurately split out the effective signals through this two features. When the finger writing on hand-back start or finish, the short-term energy generates a peak correspondingly. Meanwhile, the zerocrossing rate has an ascent and descent accordingly.
Segmentation: However, there has the sudden noise in the real environment, which would raise the false rate. Thus we employ the gyro sensor readings, where x, y and z under three directions are summed to obtain the initial data denoted as g. After calculation of the short-term energy, we run peak detection to locate the origin position of number writing. If the origin position is consistent with the effective interval previously split, it affirms the current interval is an effective writing signal. Through the origin position of effective signal, we segment the effective fragment from original signal for the following processing.
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The frequency distribution of the acoustic writing signal ranges from 5k to 15k as mentioned in the previous subsection. After wavelet filtering, though accompanied with less in-band noise, the major component is the writing signal. When different people write on the hand-back, the features of acoustic writing signals only slightly vary. While the different structures of each number results in different time-frequency characteristics. Against the weakness of the writing signal, we introduce an efficient and complete descriptor, which can VOLUME 6, 2018 characterize it well. As we can see from Fig. 5 , the sound spectrum shows an optimum description of the full timefrequency features, even we could preliminarily classify by naked eyes. The other characteristics such as the MelFrequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [26] , commonly used in field of voice recognition, is not suitable for the feature of hand-back writing. Since it derives from the human ear structure for feature extraction, which is more sensitive to the low frequency band, Then the medium-high frequency band information is immensely discarded.
Thus we make spectrum analysis to the effective signal and save it as images for the subsequent processing. Our algorithm sets the scale of the sound spectrogram as 64*64. In order to extract the intact features as possible, we set the size of time window, overlap window and FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) point as 1024, 512, and 1024 respectively.
D. FEATURE MATCHING
Development of CNN originated from the numeral handwritten recognition, so far, it has became the primacy in the field of image recognition. The principle is constantly finding and optimizing each convolution kernel, until it can be particularly sensitive to a feature. Therefore, the performances of feature recognition and classification are related to the layer number of convolution. In this paper, the reasons why we use neural network method are in two aspects:
• On one hand, because the signal of hand-back writing is considerably weak, the feature extraction should emphasize the two-dimension in time-frequency domain, which can effectively describe the acoustic signal characteristics.
• On the other hand, as for the traditional classification methods, most of them are based on feature recognition in one-dimension, and the neural network [18] can support the image recognition in two-dimension fairly well. Without considering the training time, CNN is better than the traditional identification method in terms of the identification process speed and recognition accuracy.
In this paper, we present our structure of CNN in Fig. 6 detailedly. Besides the input and output layers, the middle layer contains three layers of convolution and three layers of max pool, where the core sizes are set as 11*11, 5*5 and 3*3 respectively. Our construction of framework was quote from AlexNet [13] published in 2012, which achieved best results at that Imagenet competition. Emphasizing more role on the whole connection layer, AlexNet [13] is an improved version of LeNet [12] , which establishes modern structure of neural network method. It innovatively joins the dropout layer to avoid over-fitting and reduce the calculation of weight coefficients. When it introduces dropout during training, it is equivalent to training many neural networks with approximately half hidden layer units (50% dropout rate). Each of these 'half' networks can give a classification result, which is either correct or wrong. As the training goes on, most of the networks can give the correct classification results, then a few wrong classification results will not have a great impact on the final results. Such a 'half' network can adapt to more situations and avoid overfitting positively.
During the experiments, we distribute the sample into 8:2, where the former is the training set and the latter is the test set. Our recognition accuracy across the single writing data reaches 96% or more, even 10 persons data are incorporated, the accuracy is above 92%.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We construct a thorough experiment in real environment to comprehensively validate the performance of our proposed algorithm. We could get the evaluations from macro benchmark for integrated performance, and micro benchmark for evaluating the reliability of the algorithm.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
We implement our algorithm in the HUAWEI WATCH I with android 4.3 OS, which can sampling hand-back writing signal well. Subjected to the computing power of the smartwatch and the requirement of machine learning in graphics card, we implement the classification on lenovo T450 with NVIDIA GeForce 940M. Adapting to the trend of cloud computing, we realize CNN in the notebook terminal. Meanwhile, taking full advantage of the smartwatch's own computing capability, the signal preprocessing about splitting out the effective acoustic signal is incorporated in the smartwatch. As Fig. 7 shows, the smartwatch samples the writing signal and transmits the effective fragments to the server after preprocessing. Hence, the server feeds the result back to the smartwatch after calculations. To the end, we make it off-line processing and on-line recognition.
We recruited 10 volunteers (7 males and 3 females at 18-30 age range) to write 50 times of each number respectively, which gathered into 5000 acoustic samples in total. We set up the experiments in the lab, dormitory and canteen, which are common places with different noise levels. Subsequently, we fed these samples into our implementation and record accuracy rate.
B. MACRO-BENCHMARK
Average Accuracy of Each Number Recognition: We first evaluate the recognition performance across different numbers. We ask the volunteers wear smartwatch in their suitable mode and give them one minute for writing practices on handback. For convenience of labeling, we let the volunteers write each number repeatedly at least 50 times. Finally, we fed the collected signals into the implementation and the accuracies are shown in Fig. 8 . We can see that the average accuracy rate is about 92%, while the accuracy rates of some number reach over 98%, such as '4'. It is '6' and '9' that have the lowest accuracy rates, namely 88%. The reason might be that some numbers quite differ from, while others have likeness. For exploring the detailed differences among numbers recognition, we construct the confusion matrices from statistical recognition results. As shown in the Fig. 9 , the number '6' is easily recognized as '1', because of their similar writing. Average Accuracy in Different Scenarios: To present the strong adaptability of our algorithm among different environments, we perform it in lab, dormitory and canteen, of which the noise level are about 45, 60 and 80 dB respectively. Similarly, we repeat each number for 100 times in different scenarios. From the Fig. 10 we see that it can still keep 85% VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 9. confusion matrix among different digits. recognition accuracy even in noisy canteen, which shows excellent adaptability of our algorithm. The main intuition for this high accuracy rate is that although the noise level is relatively high, the input is performed around the smartwatch so that the signal level is still high enough to be detected.
Average Accuracy With Different Users: Then we demonstrate the robustness of our algorithm across various users. We employ 10 volunteers to repeatedly write each number at least 50 times. After that, we calculate the average writing accuracy of each person and the results are shown in Fig. 11.   FIGURE 11 . Average accuracy with different users.
As will be readily seen, although the accuracy fluctuates near in 91%, the performance of our algorithm is consistent with various users. The rationale behind is that the unique features are extracted from both frequency domain and time domain of the acoustic signals, while it has little to do with the writing differences of users.
C. MICRO-BENCHMARK
In this section, we will inspect each component of our algorithm and illustrate key factors in evaluating the performance of the algorithm. We require volunteers to write numbers at any position of hand-back without any guidance and training. During the experiment, each volunteer writes number 200 times and there is not fixed order and time. Then we will gradually feed the acoustic samples into the algorithm.
The Impact of Wavelet Filtering on Recognition Accuracy: We first evaluate the impact of wavelet filtering on recognition accuracy. Since the acoustic signal generated by handwriting on hand-back is weak, the collected signal is mixed with a lot of environmental noise, such as human speech. To a large extent, we use wavelet filter to remove low and high frequency noise, extract and retain effective signal. Under the experiment, we collected 5,000 samples in the common lab, where 10 users repeated each number 50 times. With or without wavelet filtering, the samples were fed into implementation twice. Fig. 12 shows that wavelet filtering can effectively improve recognition accuracy and reaches above 85% average accuracy. While it adopts raw signal without wavelet filtering, the average accuracy is about 62%, even it has only 43% accuracy in recognizing '4'. Therefore, it demonstrates that the wavelet filter could greatly eliminate interference of ambient noise and improve performance of our implementation. 
Segmentation Accuracy in Different Scenarios:
The signal of hand-writing on hand-back is weak, which is easy to be submerged in the noise, especially in the complex environment. In order to demonstrate the robustness of our algorithm to complex environments, we let the volunteers perform numeral writing in three different environments, namely laboratory, dormitory and canteen. The results are shown in Fig. 13 , even in the canteen with noise volume reaching 80dB, our segmentation accuracy rate could still reach 90%. That is because most of the noise in life is low frequency band such as human speech, or high frequency band. In contrary, our hand-back writing signal distributes in the 5k -15k band, which can get rid of interference in a breeze.
Segmentation Accuracy Among Consecutive Writings: In order to raise the speed of hand-back writing, inspired by the consecutive spelling, we propose the concept of consecutive writing. When people write on hand-back, they can consecutively write 2 to 3 numbers 3 . The key of the algorithm lies in the segmentation of the consecutive acoustic signal. After a great deal of experimental studies, we have found three aspects under usual handwriting, as shown in the Fig. 14 . When writing different strokes of the same number, the time difference T1 of signal peak position is less than 0.5s. When writing two numbers consecutively, the time difference T2 is less than 0.7s. When writing numbers separately, the time interval T3 is not less than 1s. As a result, we set 3 Considering the limited writing area on hand-back and the writing behaviour, 2-3 consecutive writing numbers are suitable and favourable for our. the handwriting signal segmentation parameters as 0.5, 0.7, 1 respectively to effectively extract the sequential numbers.
As for the experimental setup, we let 10 volunteers write 100 times of each number. Then they consecutively write two numbers with random combinations 10 times for each combination. Last they input once for each combination of three numbers. We get a total of 30000 samples, namely 10000 single numbers, 10000 double numbers and 10000 triple numbers. Finally, we gather the statistical accuracy rate of the signal segmentation and the result is shown in the Fig. 15 . We can see that as the number of consecutive writing increases, the segmentation accuracy decreases gradually. Even so, the segmentation of treble numbers achieves an accuracy rate of 85%, which shows the excellent performance of our algorithm. 
The Impact of Training Epoches on Recognition Accuracy:
The recognition performance of CNN depends on the effect of training, which definitively relies on the training epoches. after the acoustic samples are fed into CNN, we gradually adjust training epoches and record accuracy rate accordingly. As shown in the Fig. 16 , with the rising of training epoches, the recognition accuracy rate grows positively. But after it reaches 16 epoches with the peak of 94.5%, there arises a slight decrease in accuracy on contrary.
This is attribute to a dropoutlayer for preventing overfitting. In a certain number of samples, too many training times will lead to over-fitting, which brings the accuracy rate down reversely.
V. RELATED WORK
With the miniaturization and popularity of intelligent devices, footsteps of exploring the new input mode and enhancing the user experience have never stopped. In this section, we compare our work with previous algorithms about numeral writing recognition.
Vision Based Method: Handwritten numeral recognition from LeNet [12] , which was published in 1998, always walking on the road of using neural network [19] . Although there have explored many new classification methods of handwritten numeral recognition, but ultimately, they were defeated by AlexNet [13] , which is the improvement based on CNN. However, since small intelligent devices are not supported for visual acquisition, it is difficult to collect writing images unless the holographic projection is achieved. Therefore, this paper finds a new path, which not only makes full use of CNN algorithm with high accuracy rate and significant performance [21] - [24] , but also complies with the hardware requirements of small intelligent devices.
Acoustic Signal Based Method: The early work soundwrite of Zhang [14] presented the gesture recognition based on acoustic signal. It only used ASD (Amplitude Spectrum Density) to achieve a nice performance. Subsequently, WritingHacker [15] based on acoustic signal recognition proposed a new challenge of information security and verified the feasibility of acoustic recognition about user input once again. Then SoundWrite II of Luo [16] improved the work of Zhang [14] , which used a more solid feature to achieve better accuracy on gesture recognition, namely MFCC. We subvert their input dependence on desktop and emphasis more on naturality of people handwritten. Finally, finger-writing with Smartwatch [17] pioneered the introduction of using sensors for input recognition, by which this paper was inspired. The interface is liberated from the desktop to the natural handback, which is consistent with human habits.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we reform the way generally used in gestures recognition, which is simply based on the one-dimension acoustic feature. The core is that we extract two-dimension information, namely time domain and frequency domain, and convert it into images. Combined with CNN, we achieve accurate recognition of the hand-back writing. After wavelet analysis, we find the effective signal distributes in the intermediate frequency band (from 5k to 15k). Through the wavelet filtering, we could accordingly extract the effective signal. In the recognition of 0-9 numbers, we achieve 92% average accuracy and it even reaches 96% accuracy rate in a common lab. Since it has limitation of the handback area, we propose consecutive writing of 2-3 numbers.
The segmentation accuracy of consecutive writing is above 85%, to some extent, it promotes the efficiency of handback writing greatly. Thus not only the ability of numbers identification is demonstrated, but the way of alphabet writing or drawing tracking for future designs is also paved.
In future work, we will extend our algorithm to alphabet recognition, which could provide more convenient input choices for the wearable devices. Even further, we are to incorporate ad hoc drawing, which is more challenging and needs high accuracy on tracking and locating.
